




Braking Point
Generally speaking, if the mas-

ter rylinder bore is too large, the

These ate the two most ammon W6 of adjustable prcpoftioning valv*.
The knob type is the mos;t common on the sheet and the lever
type rb mostt seen in rac€ c€rs. Both sele essentially the
sg,me function.

Galipers
The next stop for the brake fluid is the

calipers. Calipers come in two types: Floating
and fixed.

The fust type-floating-is typically found on
your average car from the factory. They are quiet, forgiv-

ing, and easy to maintain. A single or dual piston is located
inboard of the disc, and the outer body of the caliper floats on a

bracket. The piston forces the inboard pad against the disc while the
sliding outer body clamps the outboard pad against the other side
of the rotor. The inherent lack of rigidity in the design, compared to
a fixed<aliper design, combined with the friction inherent in the
sliding outer body, makes this design less suitable for racing and
high-performance use. ln all applications this caliper type is simpler
to manuJacture and affords more packaging flenbility for zero or
even negative scrub radiw front suspension designs. Often with
this design you will see twin-piston front calipers and single-piston
rear units. Fixed calipers are what Wilwood uses in all its systems,
so that's what it recommends. In faimess to other manufacfurers
that offer floating calipers, a floating caliper can offer most of the
performance of a fixed ca-liper at a fraction of the cost. The trade-off
really comes hto play only under race conditions, where flexure
and the speed of pad replacement becomes an issue.

A fixed caliper is generally seen in more high-perfonnance
applications and offers higher clamping force and more even pad
pressure. In this application the caliper is "fixed" to a rigid bracket
or directly to the spindle. The fixed caliper is one in which two or
more pistons are arranged on both sides of a rigid body with the
disc sandwiched in the center. Due to its inhermt stiffness, the fixed
caliper is more efficient and translates more pressure to the pads.
However, its increased size, cost, and weight prevents its wide-
spread use on passenger vehicles.

Calipers are offered in a choice of number of pistons, piston size,
method of constructiorL and what materials they are made from.
Combined piston area, not caliper size, is the primary influence on
a caliper's damping power. The piston volume must match the
master rylinder bore size and pedal leverage to realize peak
performance from the system.

Piston material is selected based on the caliper's intended oper-
ating environment. Stainless steel pistons are used most often in
calipers intended for high-performance or competition applica-
tions. Stainless steel is selected for its low heat hansfer properties
and high resistance to corrosion. Wilwood also offers multi-piece
insulated Thermlock pistons that provide even morc protection
agairut heat transfer from the brake pads into the caliper body, pis-
ton seals and brake fluid. The other more common type of piston is
made from aluminum, and these are used in low- to medium-tem-
perature applications, usually in conjunction with rubber piston
boots that protect the pistons from corrosion and debris.

Many fixed calipers have different sized pistons incorporated
into the design. This "piston differential" helps push the pad flat
against the rotor and keeps the pad from wearing faster on the lead-
ing edge. The pistons toward the leading edge of the pad will be
smaller than the ones at the back edge of the pad. ln regards to fixed
calipers, there are also mono-block and twopiece calipers. Mono
block calipers are made from a single piece of billet, cast, or forged
material. They are generally the most expensive, but not always the
most rigid. A twopiece caliper is manufactured from two basically

driver will feel a very hard pedal f 
''=

feel'with minimal pedal travel,
and will have a dfficult time
generating the necessary pres-
sure to effectively operate the
brake system. If the master rylin-
der bore size is too small, the dri-
ver will be able to generate a lot of pres-
sure, but the pedal may have an exces-
sive$long stroke or a very spongy feel. a
And if the bore size is way too small, the ";**:

pedal or master cylinder may bottom out
before enough volume is pumped to operate the calipers. The best
advice would be to consult with the manuJacturer of the brake sys-
tem you willbe using and workwith them to pick the right size for
your application.

Ihe hpotlioning Ualw
Now that you have line pressure, you need to control it. This is

where an adiustable proportioning valve is used. Factory cars have
a proportion valve installed, but it is not adjratable and is set at a
good compromise for that particular car. A proportioning valve is
used to limit line pressure to the brakeslenerally the rear brakes.
By adjusting the pressure to the brakes you arc able to dial in the
amount of stopping force the brakes have. The last thing you want
are your rear brakes to lock up before your fronts, since this will
cause you to see your life fly before yoru eyes as the back of your
car tries to switdr places with'the front. By adjwting this valve
through bial and enor you can find the right bias between your
front and rear brakes.

These valves are generally seen in two types: The first is the more
common knob style. These valves are usually located outside the
passenger's compartment and, in most cases, near the master
cylhder. These are best adjusted when driving the car in a safe
area. Rear line pressure is increased or decreased by turning the
knob until you get the desired results. Once set, it is usually left
alone. The other style is the lever type, and is more typically seen
in race applications. Mounted near the driveq, this type is dialed
h to suit the hack or even a particular part of the hack.

\{hatever type you get, they both do relatively the same
thing-allow you to adjust your front-to-rear bias and provide for
a maximum decrease of 57 percent in line pressure. If you need
more than this, then chances are you have mismatched parts in
vour brake svstem.

Thb is a tygical float-
ing calipr.Vqy
oommontoOEM
cars, this lype of
caliperise€sy to
maintain, es't-eff*-
tiveto make, and
vqyforgiving.
Mo&mCamaros,
Mustangg and
Coruettsall u*lhis
lype of aliperwith
goodresults Thbis
a single-piston unit
on the b€,dt of a later
F-My.
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Rotors

even under hard driving conditions, but the possibility is still
there. For a sheet car thaloccasionally ru., op.n'_huck days, there
is no problern in using a properly engineered drilled rotor. you
want to make sure the rotor was designed to be drilled, was
drilled correct$ and that the holes havieen at reast chamfered
to minimize stress and wear. If you plan on hitting the track a lot
anj reallylunishing your brakes, then you will b"e better served
to forego the holes and run a solid rotoi Besides cracking, rotors
* 

to subject to heat-checking, which is the precursor to crack_
i"8. H:lt checks are .rrery srrrall .racks on the surface of the rotor
caused by thermal stress. \{hile they are not a cause for concem
(yet), they do indicate that the disc isnot getting adequate cooling
and are a,waming sign that.cracks *uy fJlorv."

The othermost common iddition toiotors is slots. Actually, they
are more like grooves than slob. These don,t acfually weakln the
rofof, 

-and their purpose is to keep the area between the pad and
rotor free of brake dust. Many competition cars will mn a slotted
iron rotor, and it's not a bad idea for your ride, either. The slots also
fowel th9 weight a little bit, like the holes, but it is not by much and
is only a happy byproduct of the process.

lastly, we come down to coatings. Rotors are made of iron and,
as you know, iron rusts. To combit thjs force of mother nature,
rotors are often offered with a zinc coating. The entire rotor is coat_
.1 ,: 

f*f 
it l.ookinq pTtty.. The area swept by the pads is also coat_

ed, but atter the initial bum_in, this area is scoured clean of the zinc

-S3,"1.|.a_l:y 
work properly. If you park your car for a while, you

wril nohce this area might start to rust, but after a couple of miles of
o:rtrtg 

+ yn be looking good again. If loola are important then a
zrnc-washed rotor is fine. Howeveq, if max performance is the goal,
a zinc-washed rotor can be skipped in order to save a few bicks
and some hassle in bedding ln the tfst set of pads. pads can also
become loaded up with unwanted zhc media and alter the pad,s
coefficient of friction until the embedded zinc wears off.

Brake Pads
Pad selection is what really determines the personality of your

brakes. Nowhere else is the c-oncept of co-p.omise more evident
than here. On the street we want quiet Urutes that generate a low
amountof dust. Onthe tra&we wantbrakesthatcanitop on a dime
time after time without fail. Unfortunately, it is very hard to have
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f Simple One-Wire Hook-Up, H.E.l. Style

f Includes 50,000 Volt Coil & Dyna-Module

{ Upper & Lower Bushings for Durability ffi
rl Custom Tailored Advance Curve 
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/ Instant Throttle Response I
y'W"t"r, Mud & Vibration Proof .h i

1f ruo Spart< Box Needed
|lf, nll Brand New Units

*ncl $!r.Nfor Complete Catatog & Pdce LIst
2699 Banis Ddve-oept EM . Memphis, TN 38132
Telephone: (901) 396-57E2 . Fan (901) 39S6783
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Braking Point
both. The best performing pads for the track
are generally noisy and generate a lot of
dust. Ironically, they also have pretty poor
stopping power when used at typically
lower sheet temperatwes. The best pads for
the sheet are quiet and clean, but have a
Iower tolerance for high heat and are prone
to fading on the track. Many people have
two sets of pads for their cars: a sheet set for
cmising and a trad< set for tearing it up on
track day. Wilwood has a new pad called
BP-10. BP-10 is used to build its "smart
pads." This new compound comes closer
than ever to grving the best of bottr worlds.
It really bridges the gap by offering hack
performance and sheet marurers. Still, when
it comes time to seriously hit the hack, it is
best to go to one of its high-performance
Polvmatrix pads.

Fluid Dynamics
The one thing these systems have in

common is that they all revolve around
movingbrake fluid. This is the Me blood of
your braking system, and even the best sys-
tem with the wrong or bad fluid will not get
the job done. The govemment (DOT) sets
minimum standards for how brake fluids
mwt perform. These standards are great for
a street car or mini-van, but high-perfor-
mance driving means high-performance
stopping, and this can overtax your run-of-
the-mill brake fluid.

There are also siliconebased fluids that
are less hydroscopic than ether-based fluids,
but they are subject to "frotJring" when
forced ttuough small orifices or subjected to
high-frequency vibration. This makes them
morc comprcssible and thus less suited for

or racing use.
The main difference between standard

and high-performance brake fluids is how it
handles heat. For example, Wilwood's EIP
600 Plus has been tested to over 525 degrees
F with a wet boiling point of 417 degrees. At
these temps, your average fluid woujd be
boiling away. It also has a low moisture
affinity to slow the natural absolption rate of
water vapor. As brake fluid absorbs water it
becomes less effective, and the temp at
which it boils goes down. This is why it is
important to cJrange your brake fluid on a
regular basis and only use fresh fluid from
sealed containers. The true test of any brake
fluid is how well it resists aeration and com-
pressibiJity after it has been heated and pres-
surecycled a few hundred times.

The two main enemies of brake fluid are
air and water. Water in your brake fluid will
lower you effective boiling point and
degrade your entire system's performance.



If you have air in your brake lines, this will
also degrade your system since the air will
comprcss easier than the fluid would have,
thus less energy is applied to the clamping
force on the rotor. This is whv it is important
to keep fresh" high-quality fluid in your sys
tem and make sure all air is properly bied out.

konically, the effect of water inbrake fluid
is identical to the presence of air. As the water
boils and tums to a vapor it becomes com-
pressible, just like air. The danger in bleeding
your brakes and not replacing all the fluid is
that ifs tempting to think that fade won't be
an issue since the brakes have been bled of air.
Another danger area is using new brake fluid
out of an opened can. Brake fluid will begin
picking up water the moment the can is
opened-whether it's in your car or on the
sheH in your garage. Never use an old, opened
can of brake fluid-you might as wellkeep the
old fluid aleady in your brake system. ,rr,T,r

As they say, dont judge a fuk by its
cov9r, This is especially true of brake fluid,
which is offercd in a huge anay of priw
and packaging. For your avenge strcet
ca,i the cheapo stuff on the left wilt do you
fine and will only set you back thrtr- or-

you want one that can take the heat- Nso,
small bottles arc better sincr' fluid, one
opened and exposed to air, starts to
absotb water andbecome less eff*tive.
K@p in mind that fluid shoutd be changed
at rcgular intelals-even morc often if
you ate hilting the tZack.

WILWOOD ENGINEERING
4700 Calle Bolero, Dept. pHR

Camari l lo, CA 93012
80s-388-1 1 88

www.wilwood.com

HYDRATECH BRAKING
SYSTEMS

26642 Haverhill, Dept. pHR
Warren, Ml 48091

586-427-5970
www.hydroboost.com
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Take a Kid to a Car Show is dedicated to:
. Sharing the classic car hobby with kids
. Encouraging involvement by a new generation of
automotive restoration enthusiasts

. Giving kids a constructive choice in how to spend
their time

For more infomation md a list of upoming
automotrve flen6 visit ou website:

www.TirkeAKidToACarShow.com
909 / 396-0289 . tkcs@sema.org

'lbke 
a Kid to a Car Show is a prcgm ofARMO,

the Automotive Rsomtion Make Orgmiarion, a SEMA Coucil
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